
Nano the MOF 

& Professor Theodore 

save the planet!



Nano themof

 Professor
Theodore



Hi, I am nanothe mof

I am very small

and I have a

Super-power!



Do you want to

discover how?

With Professor

Theodore, 

I can save the

planet!



The super-power of 
Professor Theodore

Episode 2



Hi, I amProfessor
Theodore

I am super smartand i love
science!



MOST-H2 is the name of a research
project. Scientists of 8 European

countries are working together to
find new MOFs. They improve them

to store more hydrogen. 
They are also looking for new ways
of producing MOFs, so that we can
use them to store energy in the

future.

Learn more 

I have a super

important mission! 

It's called Mission

MOST-H2.

With my friends from allover Europe, we areworking to make Nano the MOF even more powerful! 



For years, scientists study MOFs and collect their
results in huge data basis. With Artificial

Intelligence, computers can now learn from these
results. Scientists use this “machine learning” to

select the MOFs which adsorb and store
hydrogen the best. 

Learn more 

What are you

doing  in mission

MOST-H2?

First, let’s

check with

my computer 

With my super

artificial

intellig
ence, I c

an

compute and imagine

the best skeleton 

for Nano the MOF



It is difficult to find the best
composition for MOFs. The

structure can be made of different
metals and many different

organic linkers, which gives to the
MOFs very different properties. 

It is also very difficult to produce
MOFs and to make them as

porous as possible. In the
laboratory, chemists make

different chemicals react together
to produce the desired MOFs. This

is named synthesis. 

Learn more 
Then, we all go in

our laboratories

We are breaking our

brains to build a new

skeleton for Nano the

MOF.

So, She will h
ave the

maximum adsorption

power!



The higher the surface in the
pores of a MOF, the more

hydrogen it can adsorb. This
can be done by compacting

the MOFs in a monolith. This
is a very stable and solid
form, like a cube. In this

monolith form the MOFs can
adsorb much more hydrogen

than when he was produced in
a powder form.

Learn more 
With my friends,

we have a

fantastic idea!

We concentrate
the power 

of Nano the MOF 
in cubes! 

And we can
measure this

power with the
new tools we 
are building.



The End



Nano the MOF and Professor Theodore got
a lot of money from the European Union 

for helping to save the planet.
They say: “Thank you!"

Thank you
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